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Introduction MetaMask is a Chrome browser extension that allows you to connect to your local Ethereum network. You can use your browser to sign up for accounts on websites and use those accounts to interact with websites, apps, and other services on the Ethereum network. For example, you can log into accounts on websites such as
the Silk Road, Kraken, and Dapp.com. You can use Ether to send money to people via a pay-per-click service. What is MetaMask? MetaMask is a Chrome browser extension that provides the necessary tools for accessing the Ethereum network. You can use it to create and manage accounts and interact with websites and decentralized

applications on the Ethereum network. Compatibility Compatible with Chrome version 41 and up. Included Features - Send and receive Ether. - Connect to the public Ethereum network and the Ropsten test network. - Switch between Ethereum networks. - Visit websites and Ethereum-enabled applications. - Get to the RPC API interface
from the extension. - Install from the Chrome Web Store. How To Use MetaMask Download and install MetaMask in Chrome. Install MetaMask from the Chrome Web Store. Go to the Crypto tab and select Add Account. Select the + to add a new account. Use the account name and address that you want to use for the site. Select

Continue. Select the URL of the website you want to use with your account. If you are using a testnet, switch to the correct network by selecting the appropriate testnet on the screen. Click Connect. You can now start using the website with MetaMask enabled. What Is MetaMask? MetaMask provides Chrome with tools for connecting to
the public Ethereum network and the Ropsten test network. This allows you to use Ethereum accounts to interact with websites and decentralized applications on the Ethereum network. Support I'm new to Ethereum. Can I use MetaMask? Yes. Can I use MetaMask with a testnet? Yes. How do I switch to a different Ethereum network?

Click the globe icon at the top right of the extension. Click on the network you want to use. How can I connect to the RPC interface through MetaMask? Select "Manage RPC Connection" in the Crypto Tab and open the in-page RPC interface. How can I use MetaMask on another browser than Chrome? MetaMask for Firefox, Opera, and
Edge - If
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Based on Google's Keybase Service for authentication and authorization - NO extra key management hardware is needed - Google Keybase ( uses your Google Account as authentication - Keybase uses Google Authenticator as it's secret manager - NOT EVERYTHING SECURE yet GitHub: You can find me on Twitter: Web site: Cards
for all accounts: This video includes the following card: Keybase: Google Authenticator: Google Account: Source: Donations: Hi Guys! If you’re interested in supporting the channel, I’d be more than happy if you check out my Patreon page. Stalk me: Get for android: 1d6a3396d6
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"The true next-generation browser" is what I'd call Metamask. It is designed to be a next-generation browser. It has all of the functionality you've been looking for in a browser. Users should no longer have to use 2 browsers, or deal with the hassle of installing and updating a browser every time they want to use a cryptocurrency. They can
instead install and use Metamask on any of their web browsers, such as Chrome, Firefox, and Safari, and interact with Ethereum in the same way they've always been able to. And Metamask is designed to be secure, both for users and for developers. All interactions with Metamask are fully encrypted through advanced technologies, with
the minimum amount of trusted computing necessary. Installation ------------ The easiest way to install Metamask is to first install [Web3.js][web3] and then go to (or on the desktop) and install Metamask. You can then directly import your wallet (as long as it's not on the list of unsupported wallets and you keep your metamask password
secret). You can also simply install Metamask from your Chrome extensions page. ( *Disclaimer: The Web3.js plugin is not affiliated with Metamask. Web3 is a JavaScript library for handling interactions with Ethereum contracts that Metamask is compatible with.) [web3]: API --- Metamask consists of 2 interfaces: the Web3.js plugin,
and the Metamask.js API. - [Web3.js plugin][web3] - [Metamask.js API][metamask] The API is exposed through a `Metamask` instance and a factory to make instances easily available. [web3]: [metamask]: 1. Instantiating a `Metam

What's New in the?

This extension for Chrome allows you to play on the Ethereum network without having to worry about the extra steps, like setting up accounts. MetaMask v5.0 — faster, lighter, more secure than ever. Today, MetaMask v5.0 is available for Chrome, Firefox and Opera. It’s time for a change MetaMask v5.0 is fast, light, and more secure
than ever. In just two months, we’ve grown from a small team to a team of over 100 people, growing to tens of thousands of users around the world and over a hundred open source contributors. We’ve built an interface that is more powerful than ever and has been designed to make your life on Ethereum easier. “It has taken us nearly two
years to get to the version 5.0 release but we’re extremely proud of the work we’ve accomplished since launching in August of 2017. We’ve delivered more features, improved the experience, and made MetaMask faster than ever before. We’ve also streamlined all the operations of the MetaMask team. One of the most exciting parts is that
we’re welcoming many new features including: Accessible QR codes Multi-factor Authentication Passwordless Signup & Sign In DEX security audits Improved dApp accessibility Ethereum Discovery And more!” — Raphael Callens Open source with a modern design Since the release of MetaMask v4.0, MetaMask has undergone some
significant changes. We've redesigned the look and feel of MetaMask. We've added improvements to the UI, increased usability, and improved performance. This version is built using web standards so it's more accessible to people with vision impairments. The team at MetaMask is super proud to be open source. We're working towards
a high quality release in all the supported platforms. “We’re proud of our work on MetaMask and believe that building a product that millions of people use is a great way to help grow the Ethereum community and deliver on the promises of decentralization. MetaMask will continue to improve, and we're open to everyone’s ideas and
feedback. This isn’t our end-goal and we’re always looking for new features to make your Ethereum experience better.” — Tim Hwang, CEO Learn more about MetaMask v5.0 To keep up to date with all the latest news, watch out for the following updates. MetaMask v5.0: for your favorite browser MetaMask v5.0 is now available for
Chrome, Firefox, and Opera, allowing you to seamlessly access Ethereum dApps from your favorite browser. You can also visit Etherum-enabled websites via your favorite browser
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System Requirements:

Windows 10, Windows 8, Windows 7, Windows Vista Mac OSX 10.10, Mac OSX 10.9, Mac OSX 10.8, Mac OSX 10.7, Mac OSX 10.6 Source Update: A USB Flash drive is required to install the program. You can get one for free from www.amazon.com. The standard full-screen menu bar is present and accessible, showing that it is
easily customizable. The program runs smoothly on my laptop. There is no limit to the amount of time
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